can only be obtained by averaging over an ensemble. The desired values must then be extracted from the
averaged measurements. A well-known example of this phenomenon occurs in computerized tomography,
where the local tissue density values in a patient cross-section must be extracted from integrated values
obtained by the scanner. The integration lines are the paths of beams of transmitted x-rays. The reconstruction
problem of obtaining an image of the local density values has been well-studied for over 50 years. Nevertheless, new understanding of the nature of this process in classical (2D) tomography appeared only about 10 to
15 years ago, with the advent of “region-of-interest” (ROI) tomography where only a subset of the crosssectional tissue densities are sought from a subset of the measurement data [Cla10]. In 2006, it was
established that if a reduced field-of-view (RFOV) intersects the known boundary of the patient crosssection, then mathematically correct ROI reconstruction inside the RFOV is possible from just those
https://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/site7/fr/node/46603
measurement lines passing
through the RFOV, even though part of the patient extends outside the RFOV
[Def06]. Figure 1 illustrates one example RFOV configuration. The situation where the RFOV does not
intersect the patient boundary is known as the “interior problem” and has quite different mathematical
features. We are not considering the interior problem in this research project. For this project, the RFOV is
convex (usually circular) and intersects the patient boundary.

PhD fellowship: region-of-interest
CT reconstruction for dose reduction

Context

Region-of-interest (ROI) computed tomography (CT) isschematic
the to- diagram
(not to scale)
full
field-of-view
mographic reconstruction from projections that are truncated lat(FFOV)
erally when the field-of-view does not fully cover the patient
x-ray (see
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of
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section
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the ANR ROIdoré project is to investigate these algorithms for
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region-ofdose reduction while keeping an equivalent reconstructed image
bed
bank
interest (ROI)
quality. This is a collaborative
project between TIMC (Grenoble)
and CREATIS (Lyon). Figure 1. The RFOV concept. The conventional scanner (left) irradiates the full field-of-view, whereas in the modified
scanner (right) the beam is collimated to a small circular reduced field-of-view (RFOV) around the region-of-interest.

Objective

The tissue densities outside the RFOV are not sought, but they lie on the integrated x-ray paths so they
must be removed from the measurement data. These densities now represent contamination, and although this
The purpose of this PhD
fellowship is to develop and analyze inversion algorithms for ROI reconstruction to obtain
contamination can be removed from the ROI densities, there is insufficient information in the data to actually
equivalent image qualitydetermine
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toexternal
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Both
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in theiterative
first case, CT
additional
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contaminating region. It is important to understand how the quality of the reconstructed ROI is reduced inside
a RFOV when less information is available for removing the contaminating part of data. The primary
Research programobjective of this research project is to understand this ROI contamination effect. The tools we will develop
in studying this problem have direct benefits for ROI reconstruction, in particular for radiation dose reduction
The PhD fellow will approach
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for ROIdose
CTreduction
reconstruction.
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in CT, and
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in ROI reconstruction,
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(RTK,
http://www.openrtk.org).
tamination
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predict,Toolkit
for a given
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and patient support region, the

Required skills
•
•
•
•

level of stability (reliability) of ROI reconstruction inside the RFOV. Furthermore, we will have reconstruction algorithms (available on an open-source platform) and scanning protocols to perform ROI reconstruction
in a RFOV at equivalent image quality and with an estimate of the dose reduction benefits compared to
FFOV scanning.

Education: master in applied maths or image processing.
Scientific interests: applied maths, computer sciences (medical image processing), x-ray physics.
Programming skills: Python, C++ (ITK, RTK).
Languages: Command of English required, French optional.
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Practical information
•
•
•
•

Supervision: Simon Rit (simon.rit@creatis.insa-lyon.fr).
Location: Centre Léon Bérard, Lyon, France, with regular meetings in Grenoble.
Period: three years starting in 2018.
Salary (net): 1400 euros/month.

Send CV, master marks and a brief statement of interest by email to Simon Rit (simon.rit@creatis.insa-lyon.fr).
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